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NEWS SHORTS 
SAN DIEGO (New-0We-0t) Military 
recruiters have been barred 
from Associated Students Coun-
cil [ASC] facilities at San 
Diego State University because 
of the military!s discrimina-
tion against Gays. Voting 21-
4 ASC members also called for 
a commission to consider if 
the university president 
should extend the ban to the 
entire campus. 
SAN FRANCISCO (Gay Community 
New-0) The San Francisco police 
chief says that Gays on t he 
city's police force should 
"come out of the closet" and 
demonstrate to the world that 
Gay people can be good police 
officers. "There are 20 clo-
set Gays on the city's po-
lice force but none who will 
admit to their sexual orien-
tation," Police Chief Charles 
Gain told the largely Gay 
Harry S Truman Democratic 
Club recently. 
TRENTON, NEW JERSEY (San 
FJtanc..U, c.o Exa.mi ne.Jt) Two con-
senting ma:?~ who engage in 
a sex act--2lone and unseen--
cannot be found guilty of 
private lewdness, the N.J. 
Supreme Court has ruled. One 
Appeals Court justice had 
said he would have convicted 
the two men because the act 
would have been found offen-
sive to a "vast majority" of 
the public if it were per- · 
formed in their presence. 
"The point is that it did 
not occur in their presence," 
the Supreme Court wrote. 
"Nor did it occur under cir-
cumstances in which the de-
fendants could reasonably be 
deemed to have intended, 
or known, that their conduct 
was likely to be seen by 
the public." 
FT. COLLINS, COLORADO (San 
FJtanei~c.o Sentin el ) The Gay 
Alliance at the Colorado 
State University sponsored 
its first Gay Lifestyle Sym-
posium in the student center 
April 7-10. 
FORT VALLEY, GEORGIA (BangoJt 
Vaily New~) The vestry of an 
Episcopal Church here has 
sent ·a letter to a. member, 
Louis Crew, telling him, "We 
would all be pleased if you 
would find some other place 
of worship that may be more 
in sympathy to your thinking 
and efforts towards 'gay' 
people." Crew, a member of 
St. Luke's Episcopal Church, 
says he at no time has asked 
the pari sh to support Gay 
Christians, nor has he ever 
brought the subject up at 
parish meetings, but that he 
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once did write to the vestry 
chairperson.offering to ex-
plain the national ministry 
of "Integrity" (an organiza-
tion of Gay Episcopalians) 
but got no reply. 
PHILADELPHIA (GCN) Philadel-
phianLs Gay Community Center 
opened 6n April 23 with a 
gayla evening of entertain-
men t which included music, 
poetry, and films. The Center, 
located in the heart of the 
South Street "Renaissance" 
area, has two floors, the top 
of which houses the Gay 
Switchboard office and the 
r e located Gay coffee house. 
The downstairs is set .for 
large meetings, dances, and 
stage performances of all 
types. 
MEXICO CITY (San F~anei~eo 
Ch~oniele) Gay prisoners will 
get special treatment in this 
city's four new penitentiar-
ies , authori ties reported re-
cently. They' ll have individ-
ua l cells , with private bath-
r ooms . [Ed . note: the above 
new~ blu~b i~ ~ep~inted in 
i t~ oblique enti~ety.] 
ANDERSON, INDIANA (Lewi~ton 
Evening Jou~nal) Is avowed 
homosexual Brad Wilson an or-
dained minister of the Church 
of God or isn't he? The ques-
tion has started a furor in 
the relatively small, .doctri 
nally conservative denomina-
tion. Reactions have upset 
some program proposais, ex-
posed what a church sociolo-· 
gist terms subconscious 
"fears" about sexuality, and 
raised the prospect of actual 
ouster proceedings. As for 
Wilson's status, "There is 
no record of formal revoking 
of his ordination,u says the 
director of church services 
at the denomination's head-
quarters in Anderson, Ind. 
~But," he continues, it does-
n't have to be that official. 
He himself has forfeited hi s 
rights to be a minister." 
Wilson replies, "The ordina-
tion was never relinquished, 
rescinded nor subjected to 
any church review proceedings 
The hostiie reactions speak 
very much of the low spirit-
ual level in the church. 
Many seem to forget that Je-
sus said, 'whomever will 
may come. '" What started the 
uproar was a three sentence 
AP item April 2 repor t ing 
Wilson, a "Gay " social work-
er and Church of God mini-
ster, headed a new group, 
Evangelicals Concerned , to 
minister to homosexual peo-
ple. (This group is the 
first among conservative 
Evangelicals, although Gay 
organizations exist in lar-
ger Protestant bodies and 
in Roman Catholicism.) 
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA (GCN} 
By reforming its penal code, 
the state of Indiana elimina-
ted all penalties against Gay 
sex acts, thus making consen-
ual sex between adults in 
private legal as of June 1, 
197~. Although the measure 
was .signed by the govenor in 
March, a state assemblyper-
son plans to introduce a 
bill prohibiting homosexual 
sex in the next session and 
uses the recent Supreme 
Court decision as its basis. 
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS (Pontland 
Evening Exp~ecc) One Baptist 
minister suggested all homo-
sexuals should be "annihila-
ted." Another opponent sug-
aested installing toll 
booths to charge a fee to 
every Gay person entering 
the city. Despite the ridi-
cule and the £eported 
threats of violence, coor-
dinators recently announced 
plans for a b icentennial 
conference entitled "Gay in 
San Antonio--A Sense of Be-
longing." [MGTF Newsletter, 
Feb. '76.] Most of the op-
position has centered on a 
$5000 fede r al grant provid-
ed by the American Issues 
Forum to partially fund the 
conference. [Ed. note: the 
real issue is homophobia, 
not a $5000 federal grant.] 
Although an organization 
known as "Women Who Want to . 
be Women" has announced 
plans to picket outside the 
meeting, no violence was ex-
pected by the conference 
planners. Mass. State Rep. 
Elaine Noble is one of the 
scheduled guest speakers. 
SAN FRANCISCO (Sentinel) 
Mayor Ge~rge Moscone has 
proclaimed Sunday, June 27, 
as Gay Freedom Day in San 
Francisco and the GFD com-
mittee has announced plans 
for its parade and fair on 
that date. The mayor's pro-
clamation is the 1st of its 
kind in that city. 
LETTERS TO THE NEWSLETTER 
Ap!r..Ll 2 8, 19 7 6 
To :the Editon: 
I want to exp~ec~ my heant-
6eit :thank-0 :to the Gay Peopie'-0 
Allian~e and othen allied Gay 
oJr..ganiza:tion-0 6o n Maine Gay 
Sympo-0ium 111. The weekend wa~ 
one on :the mo-0:t upli6:ting I've 
~~en:t with othe~ Gay people. 
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Some -0uc.c.e-0heh 06 the week-
end evident to me: 
•voloJteh Kla.lch'h keynote ad-
dJte-0h, which Wah peJthaph moJr.e 
poh.lt.lve a htatement than -0he 
Jr.eal.lzed and, 6oJr. me, -0et the 
tone 06 the weekend 6ollowing; 
*the e66oJr.th 06 many to hhaJr.e 
veJty pen-0onal freel.lngh and 
exp enience-0 .ln an e66ont to 
gJr.ow and help otheJt-0 g1tow; 
*t he -0 ta6 6.lng 06 94 Bed6oJr.d 
StJteet 6on ch.lld cane, wh.lch 
mad e .lt po-0-0.lble 601t many 06 
uh to attend moht 06 the week-
end 'h act.lv.lt.le-0; 
•po~.lt.lve and lively exchange 
betwee n Gay women; men; 
•a veny danceable Satunday 
night: band; 
*Tim Bou 66a1td'h ant on the 
pno gtr..a.m c.ovelt . 
6 
W.lth heightened Gay P1t.lde 
Petelt Allen 
Sunday, Apnil 25 , 7976 
Vea.It Ma..lne Gay Sympohium 
Comm.lttee, 
I've hha1ted, l.l4tened, 
gJtown, and am a 6ew htep-0 
c.loheJr. to be.lng a molte whole 
Gay pe1t-0on. S.lnc.e I've ju-0t 
come out to myhel6 a.nd a 6ew 
clohe 6Jr..lendh w.lth.ln the 
la.~t -0.lx month-0, the weekend 
wa.~ .lmpoJr.tant 601t me. 
-Thank ···gau Pla.nn.lng Comm.lt-
tee 601t mak.lng the weekend 
n,e.ow. 
-Thank you Wendy 6oJr. mak.lng 
me 6ace up to my Jr..lght to be 
Gay. 
-Thank you Richa.Jr.d 601t 6ac.t~ 
about Gayh in Eunope. (Tal k 
to you la.ten about Gneece). 
-Thank you VeboJr.ah and Stan 
6on keep.lng my peJr.-0onal c.om -
.lng out nelevant to bnoaden 
ho c.lal change. 
-Thank you Step hen 6on youtr.. 
P1t..lnc..lple. 
- And thank-0 to tho-0e 06 you 
who lihtened and 6elt with 
me. . 
R.lc.ha.1t.d 
Ve.a.It F1t.lend-0, 
Th.l-0 letteJr. ih 6oJr. Ga. y 
~Jr.o~hen-0 and -0.l-0te.n-0 l.lving 
~n ~holated a.Jr.ea-0 06 th.l-0 
Jta.te, e~pec.ially tho-0e in 
my own a.Jz.ea. 
1 hope a.ll we1r..e 601r..tu-
na.te. enough to 'ha.ve attend-
ed the 31r..d Maine Gay Sympo-
4ium. Fo1r.. me the Sympo4ium 
wa.4 vital, a4 it put me back 
in touch with my4el6 a.ha. 
Gay 01r..iente.d human being! 
Along with the wo~k-0hop4 and 
people. 1 6e.lt a.n incnedible 
~en4e 06 community. Tha.nkh 
to a.ll the people who wo1r..ked 
ha.ftd a.nd long to make the 
Sympo4ium a. 4UCCe44 a.nd to 
a.ll who-0e -0uppont a.nd pne-
6ence ma.de it the t~emendouh 
emotional "high" tha.t it 
wa.-0. 
Living in Bel6a.4t 1 6eel 
cut-066 6~om othe~ Ga.y peo-
ple. a.nd my "pa.~ticula.n" pfto-
6e.¢hion doehn't help ma.ttenh. 
(Pa.na.noia. not mine.) It ih 
vital 6on thohe 06 u-0 living 
in iholated a.nea.h 06 Maine, 
to meet, know and ~ea.lize 
that we a.ne NOT a.lone! E6-
6o~t-0 hhould be ma.de to con-
tact ea.ch othe~. We need to 
"come out" and make ou~6el-
ve4 a.va.ila.ble. to huppo~t 
a.nd g~ow toge.then a.-0 we go 
a.bout oun living. 
It ih not my punpohe o~ 
intention to hta.nt a polit-
ical g~oup but na.then an in-
0onma.l 40cia.l one. 16 thene 
a.ne othe~h in the Knox-Waldo 
County a.nea. who 0eel ah 1 do, you ca.n phone me a.t: 
338-1929 o~ wnite me In ca.Jr..e 
ot the Newsletter. 
Let'h get toge.then and 
hta.nt a. nee.ling 06 Gay Com-
munLty! 
1 n Gay S p.i..1r..it, 
Jona.than 
April 20, 1976 
Buenos Aires, 
Argentina 
Dear Newsletter Read~rs, 
I read in Chica.go Ga.y Li6e 
about the Maine Gay Task Force 
and your Newsletter, and I'd 
like to have some new pen 
friends in the U.S. While I'm 
quite far away now, I'm pre-
paring a new trip to the U.S. 
soon. I like New England very 
much and look forward to meet-
ing you all some happy day. 
I'm an Argentine male, 35 
years old. During my f r ee 
hours I love to paint a nd 
draw and am generally post-
impressionist in style. I'm a 
journalist for two magazines 
in this city. I read that our 
writer Jorge L. Borges is cel-
ebrated at the University of 
Maine, Orono ••• how nice! I 
am very fond of music, opera, 
ballet, and concerts. My pre-
ferred sports are swimming, 
rowing, and tennis. 
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I'd like to correspond 
with anyone who likes sports, 
natural life, and travel. In a 
few months I hope to be in 
Portland, Maine. This letter 
.· is valid now, or in the future. 
8 
Thank you very much ••. a sin-
ce r e friend in Buenos Aires, 
J ack Palli 
Ca s i lla de Correo 106 
Sucur sal 13 
Buenos Aires, 
Argentina 
Qia~ SihteJt and B1tothe1th: 
1 am w1titing to hay a 
c.ou.pl e 06 ".tha nk you.t:.. 11 
FiJtht 06 al l, 1 want to 
thank .the 01tganize1th 06 the 
Sympohi u.m 601t pl anning ahead 
oOIL c.hild c.alte thih ljealt. 
Thi h Wah t he 6i1tht Sympohiu.m 
whe1te Jtehpo nh i bility 601t the 
c.hild1ten Wah not an ihhu.e. 1 
~tR&6nally waJ delighted 
t hat I didn't have to hahJle 
wi t h the men about that thih 
yea1t. And ehpec.iall y, thank 
you, Tom Hu.1tley, 601t the 
.time yo u hpent at the c.on-
0e1t enc.e and be601te heeing 
t hat the c.hild1ten weJte well 
c.a.Jted 6 o IL. 
Secondly, thankh to t he 
Newhlette1t Jta6 6 601t pub-
l~hh~ng the 6und1taihing ap-
peal 601t the Wo men'h Coun-
~eling Se1tvic.e in the laht 
~hhu.e. We app!tec.iate you.It 
huppo1tt 06 cult g1toup, and 
hope we c.~~ be mutually 
bene6lc.ial to eac.h othe1t. 
~he Women'h Counheling 
Se1tv~c.e'h new add1tehh, by 
the way, ih Room 23, 12 
F1tont St1teet, Bath. Ou.It 
pho~e numbe1t ih 443-9531. 
I n St1t uggle, 
Nan Sto ne 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
MAINE GAY TASK FORCE NEWSLETTER 
P.O. Box 4542 
Portland, Maine 04112 
Dear Editor: 
April 20, 1976 
Gay persons should be aware of, and some will certainly 
want to get involved in the structure of, the now revving 
up, statewide LEAA funded Standards And Goals Program of the 
Maine Criminal Justice Planning And Assistance Agency. 
To quote from the program description which I received 
on April 16th, "The purpose of the progr~m is to organize 
citizen input and participation in the development of 
criminal justice system policies and practices for the 
State of Maine." 
Practically speaking, beginning v7ry soon five study 
subcommittees of citizen volunteers will be set up acros s 
the s t ate on a county-wide division basis, with from eight 
to ten persons on each of the five subcommittees dealing 
respectively with the study areas: police, courts, cor-
rections, youth development, and community crime preventi on. 
Of cour se the work is unpaid, but certain LEAA monies are 
available for meals and travel. The work will require a 
commitme nt of two meetings per month for a period of ap-
proximat ely eight months. 
Since, in this sick society which doesn't have either 
the intel ligence nor the decency to know what is properly 
its busines s and what is not (i.e. what happens in a bed-
room i s t ha business only of those there) Gay persons 
occasionally br ush up against the criminal justice system; 
and especi ally since the most recent Nixon Supreme Court 
decision on homosexual practices will unleash the Louis 
Jalberts (" •• pack of queers •• ") and James Longleys (" •• every 
day in every way you better get better and better, Dave 
Harris. 11 ) to trip out on a mad orgy of anti-Gay repression, 
Gay persons in Maine will be well advised to pick up on 
this matter soon before all the slots are filled (as they 
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rapidly are now becoming) by the middle class, middle-aged 
super straights. 
To get program information and an application blank 
for one of the study .subcommittee slots, zip a letter 
off real quick to: 
In Cumberland County -
Mr. Robert Fontaine 
Southern Maine Director 
Standards And Goals Program 
Maine Criminal Justice Planning And Assistance Agency 
Greater Portland Council Of Governments 
169 A Ocean Street 
South Portland, Maine 04106 
In other than Cumberland County -
Mr. John B. Leet 
Executive Director 
Standards And Goals Program 
Maine Criminal Justice Planning And Assistance Agency 
295 Water Street 
Augusta, Maine 04330 
Having been an outraged observer of the 'special' 
treatment programs for homosexuals in both a fedeEal and 
state correctional institution, I cannot emphasize too 
strongly the need for Gays to involve themselves in this 
study which will determine the correctional policies in 
Maine for years· to come. 
Zip that letter off today. Or, with bad luck, one day 
several years from now you could be standing naked on a 
damp electroshock pad in a state institution, getting a 
hair-straightening jolt of juice every time a color slifle 
of a naked member of your sex is flashed on the screen. 
Believe me, unless you act now it can happen. It has 
elsewhere. 
10 /s/ Philiw Jenkins 
D10 You SEE? 
BARNEY MILLER 
As announced in last month's MGTF newsletter, ABC's 
Barney Miller show on Thursday, April 22nd dealt with homo-
sexuality. MGTFN's blurb, which was taken from TV Guide, 
said the show was about police harrassment of homosexuals. 
Actually, the show was concerned with how the police dealt 
with two middle-aged homosexual men who complained that a 
man impersonating a police officer was threatening homosex-
uals with arrest unless they paid him off. 
The general theme of the show was human dignity and its 
treatment of homosexuality was, for the most part, very 
positive. The two Gay men, although stereotypically swishy, 
were very positive and forceful in standing up for their 
rights. The one homophobic cop, nicknamed Wojo, was por-
trayed as something of a fool. The police impersonator was 
finally arrested and brought in by a detective from another 
precinct who had been accosted while leaving . a Gay bar. 
Wojo, of course, was freaked out to learn that one of New 
York's "finest" was homosexual, but no one else thought 
it was anything to be concerned about. 
While Barney Miller deserves a good rating for this ep-
isode, we're somewhat curious about the folks at WEMT in 
Bangor. (The series wasn't run on WMTW, the ABC affiliate 
in southern Maine and N.H .) When it became apparent that 
the show was about homosexuality, Barney Miller was quickly 
replaced by Lawrence Welk introducing the Andrews Sisters. 
A few moments later the Andrew Sisters were replaced by an 
advertisement for the Barney Miller show and an announce-
ment that WEMT was having technical difficulties. The next 
thing we s aw were the beginning credits for an en.:tiJte.i(:f 
di66e.~en:t episode of Barney Miller. Finally, the original 
show was put back on the air at the point where it had 
initially been cut off and the technical difficulties and 
other interruptions ceased. It would be interesting to 
learn what happened in the control room at WEMT that night. 
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THE C l.MBERLAND COUNTY CURMUDGEON 
By SuJan W. Hende~~on 
HETEROSEXUAL - A Review 
Davis, Nancy, and Jeff Graubart, Heterosexual, New York, 
Vantage Pr., 1976, 143pp., $6.95. 
Heterosexual is an attempt to prove, by using Marxist 
theorie s of history, that "Homosexuality grows out of the 
contradiction of heterosexuality (love of opposition); is 
qual i tatively superior to heterosexuality; must destroy 
heterosexuality and its definition, sexism (maintenance of 
opposition) in order to become pansexuality (love of sim-
ilarities) and its definition, Gommunism (the striving to-
ward new similarities)." Whether or not one is a Marxist, 
this sounds like an interesting proposition to a Gay per-
son, not to mention a massage of one's ego. However, the 
book itself is a disappointment. 
To begin with, it is about 85% verbiage. The authors 
do not bother to define their terms, and the style is so 
obscure that, at least for the non-philosopher or the non-
Marxist, it is almost incomprehensible. As an example, I 
shall quote the first paragraph of the book. 
l2 
The f orces of the universe are based upon one 
fundamantal truth. This truth is a consta nt attempt 
to f i nd a definition for its existence. So rather 
t ha n having an ultimate reason for everything, it 
i s precisely no reason which drives reality towards 
increasing quality. All definitions, however, re-
quire the same, as there is no ultimate defintion. 
The reality of the universe arranges itself into 
the most simplistic of systems which defines it-
self adequately, and then proceeds to destroy such 
systems as their definitions are shown to be in 
contradiction; creating systems of greater quali-
ty where definitions find fundamentally increased 
justification in one another. The patterns of 
this process, from the creation of material re-
ality to the present, point with a very defini-
tive finger towards the one task which humanity 
must carry out to preserve its existence. 
If you can figure out what that is trying to say, you're a 
lot smarter than I am--and I used to think that we history 
Ph.D.'s had some sort of championship when it came to ver-
biage. 
When one wades through the fog content, one comes upon 
some rather questionable scholarship. The proposition put 
forward by the authors is based on an historical theory 
that in prehistoric times human beings w~re pansexual. 
Since the men were hunters and the women gatherers, this 
led to separation of the sexes and to homosexuality and a 
decrease in population. The population decrease led to an 
upsurge of heterosexuality. At the same time, men discov-
ered the economic advantage of pairing off with a woman, 
so that male hunting and female gathering could be pooled, 
and proceeded to force women into marriage. Now, there is 
not one shred of proof that this is actually what happened: 
the evidence simp l y does not exist at this time, and the 
theory is doomed to remain a theory. Yet, on this unproven 
theory an entire system is built. The authors never sub-
stantiate their assertions, just as they never define their 
terms. This has nothing to do with Marxism; it is simply 
sloppy writing. Marxism, like many other philosophies , 
ultimat ely cannot be proven; it must be taken on faith. 
However , it is possible to demonstrate why you think a 
thing is so , and how it fits into your philosophy. This 
the authors do not do. 
Near t he end, the book increasingly deteriorates into 
rhetoric. The authors cast aspersions on various factions 
of the l eft of whom they disapprove - Stalinists, Maoi s ts, 
etc. - terms like "ultra-left" and "Bonapartist," never 
defined, are thrown around freely, and of course there are 
the usual ritualistic jibes at the liberals. The Gay Move-
_ment and the Women's Movement are both out of order be-
13 
cause, for reasons never explained, they are assumed to be 
reinforcing heterosexuality and sexism by fighting them. 
One of the more amazing assertions in this book is that af-
ter a Feminist or Gay demonstration people feel more oppres-
sed than ever before. Any one who, like myself, has felt 
joy and uplift at the sisterhood the Women's Movement has 
produced, or the incredible high of m~ching in a Gay Pride 
parade, will find this assertion mind-boggling, to say the 
least. At one point, the authors deteriorate into outright 
irresponsibility. This is when they accuse the researchers 
Masters and Kolodny of falsifying scientific data, with no 
other proof than that a study of testosterone levels in Gay 
and non-Gay men conducted by the authors produced different 
results than one on the same topic conducted by Masters and 
Kolodny. Now, to accuse someone of fraud just because their 
study came out differentiy than yours is not only libellous, 
it is just plain immature. However, it indicates the zeal-
otry of Davis and Graubart. Their theory requires the con-
cept that homosexuality be a conscious choice, a fejection 
of heterosexuality and sexism; therefore no one who thinks 
homosexuality is organic may be allowed a hearing. No 
peaceful co-existence is possible: heterosexuality must be 
stamped out so that homosexuality, which is really pansex-
uality (don't ask me how) may come into its own and the mil-
leniurn be upon us. 
I'm afraid I just don't bµy it, folks. Unreconstructed 
liberal that I am, I don't think homosexuality has anything 
to do with capitalism, communism, or any other ism, and 
that the hets can be taught to live and let live. As an 
historian, I know that sexism and homophobia were around 
long before either capitalism or Christianity, and as a 
Bohemian I dread the thought of a society where everyone 
acts alike. A study of homosexuality from the point of 
view of Marxist theory could be an interesting exercise, but 
I'm afraid this specimen fails miserably. 
I~ I~ I~ 
14 
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PROTEST AT POLITICAL CONVENTIONS 
"The Sup4eme Count ha6 6aid Gay6 a4e to be op-
p4e66ed and puni6hed no4 intimate behavio~ between 
~on6enting pe46on6 in p4lvate. We will not idly 
6lt by a6 ou4 Con6tltutional 4lght6 a4e t4ampled 
,,V\,...,,.. 1--,, +l,,, lt;v,._,.,.. f'l"I;-,,....,., " 
~, .... """ , ...... ':./ . ..... , ... ~ 1, --,, ... - , ........ ... -.A,. · ... . ..... 
-John Paul Hud6on, NCGA 
NEW YORK--The National Coalition of Gay Activists [NCGA] 
has announced plans to sponsor "militant but non-violent" 
demonstrations at the Democratic and Republican national 
conventions, calling for party platforms supporting an end 
to discrimination against Lesbians and Gay men. 
Additionally, NCGA has released a "1976 . Gay Rights Plat-
form in the United States" comprising 25 demands. It calls 
for an end to discrimination against Gay people in all hous-
ing programs operated by the federal Department of Housing 
and Urban Development; passage of federal and ·1ocal civil 
rights acts, and amending other governmental controls to 
prohibit discrimination in employment, housing, public ac-
commodations and public services. 
Coalition spokesperson Morty Manford said the demonstra-
tions at the Democratic convention in New York and the Re-
publican convention in Kansas City would be held because 
"the Democratic and Republican parties have been particular-
ly insensitive and unresponsive to the plight and repres-
sion of 20 million Lesbians and Gay men in the country." 
NCGA has adopted a pink triangle as a symbol of past 
oppress ion as well as a badge of determination to fight for 
Gay rights. The pink triangle was the insignia that Gay 
people in Hitler's death camps were forced to wear. 
* * * 
NEW YORK--The New York State Coalition of Gay Organiza-
tions [NYSCGO] has announced plans for a mass protest 
march and rally Sunday, July 11th, at Madison Square 
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Garden, site of the 1976 Democratic National Convention. The 
demonstration is being called to raise two demands before the 
public at a time when popular and media attention will be 
focused on New York City. 
The NYSCGO demands are: 
1. Repeal of all consensual sodomy laws 
2. Passage of Gay rights legislation 
In light 06 the ~eeent U.S. Sup~eme Cou~t deei-0ion {John 
Voe et. al. v-0 Commonwealth State 06 Vi4ginia) in whieh the 
Vi~ginia State -0odomy law-0 we~e upheld, it i-0 e-0-0ential that 
the Gay eommunity p4e-0ent a unl6ied, non-violent, militant 
p~ehence on July 11th in o4de4 to 6i4mly imp~e-0-0 Gay l-0-0ue-0 
upon the eon-0clou-0ne-0-0 06 Ame4iean polltie-0. Thi-0 yea~ the 
new-0 media 06 the globe will be witne-0-0 to thou-0and-0 06 
p4oud and de6iant Gay people a66i4ming thei~ human 4ight-0 
and the joy 06 thei4 li6e-0tyle. The political impaet upon 
the eon-0cience 06 the Ame~iean people will be maximized by a 
ma-0-0ive Gay p~e-0enee-at eonvention time. 
Ve-0plte eontinued lobbying e66o~t-0 by NYSCGO and othe~ 
g~oup-0 a4ound the eount~y, 36 -0tate-0 Jtill maintain ba~ba~ie 
-0odomy law-0 on the book-0. NYSCGO, the~e6o~e, lnvlte-0 -0uppo~t 
and endo~-0ement-0 6~om all Gay o~ganization-0 604 it-0 demand-0 
and eneou4ageh pa~tieipation in the July .11th demon-0t~atlon. tt 
The time ha-0 eome 604 eonee4ned Le-0bian-0 and Gay men to 
Join in -0olid unity behind the NYSCGO _ demand-0 in o4de~ to 
demonht~ate ou~ dete4mination to take the -0t4uggle 604 Gay 
libe4ation out 06 the hand-0 06 apathetic legi-0lato4-0, and lay 
ou4 ca-0e be6o~e the people. 
--New York State Coalition of Gay Organizations 
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HIKE 
~he hike up Mount Cutler 
is scheduled for Saturday, 
May 15, 1976. In the case of 
rain, the hike will be on 
Sunday the 16th. This is a 
short hike {'3/4 mile) taking 
about 45-60 minutes. Bring 
something to eat and we'll 
have lunch on the summit. 
You should also remember to 
bring some good insect re-
pellent. 
People wanting rides 
.from Portland should meet 
at 9:30 a.m. at the MGTF of-
fice on 193 Middle St. If 
you're driving directly to 
Hiram, we'll meet there at 
11 a.rn. To get to Hiram from 
the Portland area, take rte. 
25 through Gorham to Cor-
nish. In Cornish take rte.s 
5 and 117 north to Hiram. 
At the junction of rte.s 5 
and 117 in Hiram, cross the 
cement bridge to the west 
bank of the Saco River and 
drive to the left of the , 
hardware store to the site 
of the old railroad station 
(now torn down} where there 
is ample parking. For more 
information write or call 
the MGTF office. (773-5530) 
Any future outdoo~ activi-
ties will probably depend 
on the response to the 
Mount Cutler hike. 
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RUBAL GAYS GET TOGETHER 
tt became very clear as people spoke during the Symposi-
um III workshop for "Rural Gays" that the dreams we Gay 
people have are not ·only workable, they are crucial to our 
survival: dreams like establishing a women's aqricultural 
collective, or forming a community of people without regard 
to sex or sexual preference, or finding ways of meeting 
new people without always being forced into the instan-sex-
ual-encounter atmosphere of Gay city bars. So many ideas 
were tossed around that we quickly realized we would only 
begin to scratch a few surfaces during our allotted t wo 
ho urs. 
One .problem seemed universal. Under nor mal circum~~ -
s tances, bonds of friendship, respect and trust f orm at a 
na t ural pace, and from that, projects and partnershi ps grow. 
But i n a state like Maine mostly in urban ba r s and at year-
ly symposiums. So our political and social bonds often 
can ' t help but be formed too quickly--often too quickly to 
hold t ogether. 
The s o lution? We need t o begi n builiing an environment , 
we de c ided--some called it a network, others a support 
group--in which we can meet regularl y and get to know one 
another under relaxed conditions. One weekend a month wil l 
be set aside, at a different person's house each time , 
where our activ i t ies can have as much or as l ittle s truc-
ture as seems appropriate t hat month ••• the idea being t hat 
some weekends we'll party, others we'll perhaps help build 
someone ' s goat shed, other s plot diaboli cal deeds o f revo-
lution and miscegenation. 
The first wee kend will be Satur day and Sunday, May 22 
and 23 , in Falmouth. All Gay pe ople are welcome. Our time 
t oge ther will be largely in f orma l, with l ots o f time for 
getting acquainted or for d i scus sion groups, or whatever 
fee ls right. Saturday evening grub will be pot luck (bring 
food to share ) , fol l owed by a PARTY (those who can't make 
the afternoon are hearti ly invited to drop in for the even-
inq) ! .. -~qr_ t hose who can __ ~t.~ over, Sunday will perhaps be 
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a continuation of whatever happens Saturday, or perhaps we 
can get together an en masse trek to the beach. 
Sl~eping arrangements will be provided for those who 
give advance warning. 
For details, address and a fool-proof map, write to G. 
Merola, P.O. Box 1036, Scarborough, Maine 04074, or call 
Gerri at 781-4603. 
POLICE RAP usually enforced more against Gay people than non-Gay and 
the more basic questions 
SOUTH PORTLAND - On Wednesday such as "Do Gay parents have 
May 5 six members of MGTF ' Gay children?" (Susan Hender-
, SO • 11 Wh k ? II) d {Tim Bouffard, Susan Hender-
11 
n. o nows.... an 
son Susan Breeding Bill Do Gay people feel good a-
McM~niman Stan Fortuna and bout themselves?" (Stan: 
' "S h t?") Peter Prizer) presented a ure, w Y no· 
panel discussion on homosex-
uality to approx. 35 law en-
forcement officials in a "Law 
Enforcement Techniques" class 
at the Southern Maine Voca-
tional Technical Institute. 
Initiated by Instructor Ray-
mond Howe {a South Portland 
police Lieutenant) the Task 
Force people exchanged com-
ments, questions and insights 
with the class for over two 
hours. Susan Breeding opened 
the eveni ng with an observa-
tion that perhaps · both groups 
had false images and myths 
that contributed to less un-
derstanding between each 
other. Other discussions 
dealt with the "double stan-
dardu of law enforcement, 
whereby public laws are 
The concencus ·of the MGTF 
people was that the evening 
was more productive than 
originally hoped, and, after 
adjourning, several members 
of the class stayed to thank 
them personally for their 
time and effort. Later, 
Raymond Howe, in a letter to 
coordinator· Stan Fortuna, 
said "Exposing the class to 
the full range of human ex-
periences can be a difficult 
and arduous process. Your 
group tonight helped to 
break down much of the mis-
conceptions we all have a-
bout homosexuals. Barriers 
sometimes take a long time 
to be broken down, and I 
felt some breaks occuring 
tonight ..• " 19 
LESBIAN MoTHER IN CouRT BATTLE FoR CHILDREN 
When Carol Whitehead of Portland divorced her husband in 
1971 in Georgia, she-was awarded custody of her two small 
children. The children's father helped support them for one 
year, then stopped all assistance in 1973. During this per-
iod the ex-husband harrassed both Carol and the children in 
repeated attempts, both through the courts and by illegal 
means, to regain the children from Carol, whom he called a 
"sick lesbian." To escape the harrassment of the father, 
Carol and her family moved to Jacksonville, Fla., where the 
man followed them with venomous attacks both orally and--
when he tried to kill her in a hospital--physically. 
In an attempt to gain peace and security from her ex-
husband (who was released from the Army for "mental insta-
bility"} Carol and her children moved to the Portland area 
in July, 1975. 
Several weeks ago, on April 28 at lpm, Carol got a phone 
call from the South Portland school which her children at-
:tended and was informed that a man from out-of-state was 
:there with a custody paper--in valid in Maine--and demanded 
.to remove the children to Georgia. The school refused to 
release the children, and Carol contacted a lawyer. Al-
though Judge Glassman has ordered the ex-husband to stay 
away from the children, who are extremly upset that their 
father has followed the family to Maine, Carol fears that 
he may abduct them without her knowledge. Because of what 
is believed to be hired spies watching her house in South 
Portland, Carol has made arrangements to leave the Portland 
area. 
Meanwhile, a court case is looming over the custody of 
the children. By all reasonable standards, the father is 
unfit to provide other than the most basic financial support 
to the children. Carol strongly believes that she has been 
a good and loving mother to the children,· and that they will 
suffer greatly if, forced to return to their father. Indeed, 
she believes the father is using the children "as pawns in a 
iwar" against herself." Attorney's from both sides have met 
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in Portland and a date has yet to be set although the judge 
will have to rule on a Lesbian Mother case; and the ruling 
will set a precedent for future cases dealing with similar 
issues. But the legal costs will be much more than either 
Carol or Kim Matthews, her attorney, can absorb. Without 
generous donations from all of us, the type of court pre-
sentation (paying traveling expenses of expert witnesses, 
obtaining court transcripts of past litigation, and much 
more) will not be possible. To this end, Carol, Kim Matt-
ews and the Maine Gay Task Force are requesting donations, 
no matter how small, a special fund to support this histor-
ic court case. For the sake of this family . and for future 
Gay people in similar court situations we ask that you 
please contribute freely. Our appreciation is great •.• and 
will keep all readers informed on the latest developments. 
Send contributions to: 
CAROL WHITEHEAD DEFENSE FUND 
Box 4542 
PORTLAND, MAINE 
04112 
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LESBIAN ORGANIZATION FORMING IN MAINE 
A highlight of the Symposium for many women was the for~ 
mation of a lesbian-feminist organization within Maine. 
This group has formed as a base for support, consciousness";' 
raising, political action and celebration for lesbians 
throughout the state. Local groups will meet together fre-
quently for these purposes, with everyone coming together 
for a state-wide gathering every month or two. 
The first local meeting will be held in each area on 
the evening of May 17th. Any one interested in participa-
ting should call the contact in her area to find out the 
place and exact time of her meeting. 
The areas where groups are now forming, and the contact 
people in each area are: 
Bangor -
Augusta -
Belfast -
Kate McQueen 825-3471 
Diane Elze, 581-2587 
Women's Programs, U.M.B. 
Pat & Jan 
Connie 
Carol Jackson 
582-3756 
582-1618 
338-3879 
Bath/Brunswick - Nan Stone 
Women's Counseling Service 
729-4786 
443-9531 
Portland - Susan Breeding 
Women's Center 
774-8479 
774-6071 
The first state-wide meeting will be held Sunday, June 
6th. It will be at Pat & Jan's home on Bowman Street in 
Farmingdale near Augusta. All lesbians are welcome. 
Women who wish to stay overnite either Saturday or Sunday 
may call Jan & Pat to make arrangements. 
Directions to their home: Take 201 to Farmingdale. 
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Bowman Street is opposite Ed's Cash Market. Jan & Pat's 
house is one mile down Bowman Street, opposite telephone 
pole #38. It is a blue house with a red pump in front. 
STATEWIDE MEETING OF ~AINE 
LESBIAN - FEMINISTS: 
TIME: June 6th - all day, beginning at lOam (please by 
prompt) 
PLACE: Pat & Jan's house, Bowman St., Farmingdale 
FOOD: Bring food and drink to share for a picnic 
LOCAL hROUP MEETINGS 
MAY i7TH - call the contact person nearest you for 
details 
See you all there! 
OFFICE MEEDS 
Several people at the Symposium asked some Newsletter 
staffer s what, if anything, could they contribute to the 
Newslett er and/or the MGTF office (where the N'letter i s 
printed 1 } Questions of these sorts set our somewhat spacey 
minds to click, and slowly but surely, the list of materials 
we need each month crystalized into a coherent pattern of 
our use of nonrenewing resources. 
First of all, we don't need a new typewriter. As you 
may have read elsewhere in this issue, we rece i ved a gener-
ous down payment on a new IBM Selectric. (However, we've 
got to scrape up $84. a month, f or 6 months, to pay for· it.) 
Now to t he Daily Necessities: we use 8 1/2 x 14 inch white 
typing paper; scotch tape, 13¢ postage stamps, rubber ce-
ment, and to a · lesser degree, paper clips, 8 1/2 x 14" mim-
eo bond colored paper (at least 7 reams of the same color) 
and, most important of all - "Four~ (for A.B. Dick mim-
eograph} Electro-Stencils". 23 
One of the problems we constantly deal with is not be-
ing wealthy enough to buy these materials in bulk, when 3 
units are often 1/2 that of the same article in smaller 
quantities. 
We don't have $55 to buy a case of Electro-Stencils from 
A.B . Dick Co., at 50¢ each, so we end up buying a dozen or 
so, retail, at a dollar a stencil. The envelopes we mail 
t he Newsletter in are 50% cheaper if we could buy $100.00 
worth • •• the list goes on and on ••• 
Of course, the above items are useless if we don't have 
written input • . • from as many readers as possible ••. each 
issue. 
Anyway , that's an idea of what we need to keep the News-
l etter going. The paper clips and the glue and t he pus~ 
pins don't sound like too much individually , but collective-
l y they add up to Financial Headaches ••• 
Also, a nother fine way to (financially) support the 
Newsletter is t o attend MGTF Benefit Dances . These a re e x-
!'femely important for MGTF solvency and will hopeful ly be a 
mor e regular eve nt during the summer months. But i f you 
ca n donat e a half-dozen first class stamps that's apprecia-
t ed also • • . be lieve US! 
THROOOH THE LOOKING GLASS: ExPERIENCE IN GYNE RGY 
RE PORT ON A CROSS-COASTAL GATHERING OF WOMEN 
To ExPLORE SPIRITUALI TY 
By M.l1t.l a.m Vyak. 
Picture if' you possib l y can one 'of Boston's biggest 
o l dest churches in the center of the city filled with a 
thousand women (most of them lesbians}, chanting, swaying , 
clapping, singing , danc i ng, throwing off their clothes, · 
climbing the altar , t he vision of I s is rising over head. 
I heard one woman say, "The city of Boston j ust got a tre-
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mendous rush tonight and they don't even know what hit 
them." Everyone agreed something had started, been l>orn, 
changed, that it would never be the same. 
I didn't go to Boston with the intention of reporting 
the gathering and there will be longer, more detailed re-
ports in Woman~pi~~~ and other all-female publications 
(where I feel they are more appropriate), but I want to 
share at least some of the "gynergy" (Mary Daly's new word) 
with sisters who read this newsletter. Keep in mind then 
my limited vision--I avoided the political workshops, not 
because I don't want to work politically but because I went 
to learn something different this time--and I didn't even 
attempt to cover any workshops I wasn't specifically inter-
ested in for myself. Though I heard scattered complaints 
from women who didn't get the workshops they wanted or the 
ones they wanted turned out different than they expected, 
I have to say the whole weekend from Sally Gearhart's 
rousing speech on Friday night, April 23, to the last rip-
pling notes of Jeriann Hilderley's marimba on Sunday after-
noon, was a total hiqh for me. 
r began Saturday morning with a workshop on healing, 
polarity therapy, zone therapy, with Hallie Mountainwing, 
a member of Ursa Major coven in California. I have been 
working with healing for several years now, trying to 
break away from dependence on patriarchal corporate medi-
cine, trying to build the positive energy in n:yself and 
others that we need to take control of our lives starting 
with our most basic physical needs. This was ·~i1e first 
time I was wi t h a large group of women who recognized that 
necessity too: I lost my feeling of isolation iI) that work-
shop and ga i ned a few new techniq,-ues I can use :~I; heme . 
I moved on to other workshops on the Tarot, ?n the lives 
of Victoria Woodhull, Annie Besant, Anna Kingsforc.1. (all fem-
inist spiritualists of the last century), on the components 
of ritual and magic, on the matriarchies and godde3ses of 
the Native Americans , on yoga and poetry, on n:1.tun~ and in-
tuition (led by Jean Mountaingrove a so-beauti:ul, 50-vear-
old reborn child-woman who lii.ves with her lov,~::-, Ruth .. 
Mountaingrove, on the west coast) • Other wor;u;hops ranged 
from Womancraft to I Ching medi ta tic r.s to Dyin~r to Astrology 
to_Spiritual Politics to Amazons anc. much much more. The~e 25 
were also rooms set aside for healing, for sharing herbs, 
for making music, sharing poetry, selling food and crafts 
and books, for childcare and for many spontaneous workshops 
not on the program. Deborah Johnsen told me of wandering 
into something called Moonjam Rhythm Session, a gathering 
of women making their own rhythms and sounds with the idea 
"that if we keep on going long enough each woman will find 
tne rhythm other own heart." 
There were many women I had heard of and was excited to 
meet, but the highest high point for me was the workshops 
with Mello Rye called "You Are The Beloved" and "You Are 
Ma j i k" Mello Rye, the program said, "is a woman born more 
t han SO years ago, of Cherokee and Scots Irish parentage. 
She began studying in the Bear Clan at the age of .three and 
has since moved up through all the clans into the Sun. She 
has built a Temple of Sun Mother's Garden in California so 
that the teaching of the so-called secret knowledge may 
continue while the freedom energies are still flowing. 11 
Whew! I knew right away that was for me! Everything she 
had to say was so simple and so strong. Wendy Ashley, who 
managed to catch her workshop on Sunday after the Maine Gay 
Symposium. said, "Mello Rye made me feel comfortable with 
being angry and spiritual at the same time. I have always 
thought that people who are 'spiritual' are apathetic 
politically but she wasn't that way." Mello talked about 
helping with the Wounded Knee struggle by using a chant so 
powerful that the government guard slept and t he medical 
and food supplies came through to the weakening Nati ce Peo-
ple. She says, "the government still can't explain what 
really happened." Someone in the workshop a sked 11 what about 
the violence in the Native Resis tance Movement? " Mello said 
"what? " She repeated the question. Mello said , "what, I 
don 't hear you. I don't hear anything negative; it's just a 
wind in my ear. There is no violence, only growth and 
change." I took away with me a strong sense of love and 
faith and the knowledge of ancient rituals for sharing ener-
gy with sisters back home. 
Helen Beardwoman, a feminist lesbian from Mississippi 
who does have a beautiful long beard ("My family knows I'm 
a lesbian and a witch, but I haven't told them about the 
beard yet.") led a workshop on "Lesbianism and Witchcraft." 
26 Much of the workshop was taken up with basic information on 
witchcraft according to one woman I talked with who attend~ 
edit. Helen related that at first their coven was open to 
all women because they were ·into teaching as much as possi~ 
ble, but now it is closed and has a completely lesbian mem-
bership. She said they are planning to explore using the 
energy of women making love for healing other women, some-
thing they couldn't do if the coven were open. 
As the majority of the women at the gathering were les-
bian, the majority in most workshops were lesbian too. The 
workshops which were set up specifically to deal with such 
topics as "Woman-Identified-Woman" seemed to attract those 
lesbians who wanted/needed to work with the ideas of sep-
aratism and other issues of controversy within the movement. 
One such workshop raged in debate for 45 minutes or more 
between lesbians angry that energy was being taken away from 
them by straight women and lesbians who argued that they 
are where they are now because other lesbians had been will-
ing to reach out to them when they were straight. None of 
the straight women present (and there were some) dared 
speak up. One woman related her own story of multiple 
r ejections from women, men, everyone and the spirit of the 
controversy became gentler though nothing could be complete~ 
l y resolved. Wendy Ashley commented that "lesbians are es-
pecially wrapped up in the pain inflicted on them," and I 
feel these struggles are necessary before women can come 
through to a place where they are comfortable with their 
anger and know that they are powerful and can stop anyone 
from rippi ng off their energy. Wendy felt too that work-
shops on matriarchies and ama zons are especially important 
for lesbian women who don ' t have as many models and sources 
of energy to draw from as other women do. One way or another 
the workshops seemed to all balance out. 
Another lesbian political activist group, Dyke Tactics, 
came to the Gathering to round up support for their court 
case in Philadelphia whe~ they were arrested and physically 
abused by the police for refusing to leave a sit-in for Gay 
rights in time. They felt that the workshops did not deal 
strongly enough with political issues and se·:: up their own 
workshop called "The Economics of Spirituality." They felt 
strongly that one has to be fairly well-off to "indulge" in 
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spirituality, but other women at the workshop pointed out . 
that spirituality is of~en mos1=._~trongly evident among the . 
poorest peoples, not just going to the "Father's Church" but: 
keeping the traditions of majik, witchcraft, goddess-wor-
ship, alive. Some of the problems were. semantic, but none of 
them could be completely resolved, rather ideas were joy-
ously shared. 
With all our joy we do have to remember that we are 
playing with fire, however sacred, and that we must guard 
it carefully, use its strength but not get burned. On Fri-
day Sally Gearhart shared a nightmare of a new and more 
terrible witchhunt springing from a lack of unity among wo-
men. On Sunday I talked with a woman who was convinced she 
could no longer pray out loud because her house had been 
broken into. Often in the workshops I felt that too much en-. 
ergy was going into complaining against the Patriarchy (es-
pecially the feminist tarotists seemed ready to abandon 
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half the cards in the deck because they had patriarchal syrn~ 
bols in them, rather than being willing to reclaim that en- · 
ergy as their own) than into affirming womanstrength and 
gynergy. But even as we dance our spring dances, gather on 
full moons, study our astrology or read the Tarot; we have 
to remember that it's a big world out there and it is n..o.t 
ready for us and we won't get there without each other. 
§§ §§ §§ 
RAP GROUP 
A Gay alcohol and drug abuse group has 
formed and is meeting weekly in the Port-
land area. It's called "Confidential Gay 
Drug and Alcohol Rap Group" and will soon 
announce a permanent meeting place. Notices 
of time and place will be listed in Port-
land area newspapers as soon as possible. 
Additional information may be obtained 
by calling the MGTF office weekdays, at 
773-5530. 
THE STATE STREET STRAW 
By Pe.tell. Pll...lze.Jt 
VATICAN WEST: Burger Court 
Says, "While in Virginia and 
South Carolina ••. have it 
.theiJt way!" Now that the 
Supreme Court has pontifi-
cated that a state has a vi-
tal interest in proscribing 
adult, bedroom behavior, 
perhaps some of the more 
pereeptive non-Gay people 
will take more notice of 
the legal battles Gay peo-
ple have been fighting a-
gainst the state for years. 
Every survey I've ever seen 
indicates that a fair num-
ber of non-Gay adults can 
usually be counted on to be 
creative enough to violate 
more than a few of the sod-
omy laws in the 36 states 
that still have their leg-
islative heads in the sand ... 
(I say, "in the sand" to be 
polite.) The fast-service 
Court decision may, in fact, 
provoke the scheming moss-
backs in these states to 
begin criminal prosecution 
against all offenders, and 
not just against the "pet-
ty homosexuals," as has 
been the enforcement proce-
dure in the past. 
BROWN OUT: Among the items 
personally removed by (un-
married) Gov. Jerry Brown 
from last month's Playboy 
(sic) interview was his re-
sponse to Viscious Rumors 
of homosexuality. What say-
eth the Zentellectual? ••• 
"When my father was running 
for governor and people 
would ask him, 'Aren't you 
a little bit Red?,' he'd 
reply, 'Aren't you a little 
bit queer?'? Gov. Brown has 
announced for the Democratic 
nomination for President ... 
let's see what pious crumbs 
he tosses the Gay rights 
movement .•. 
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TAX ADVICE: A precedent-
setting court room decision 
may ultimately bankrupt the 
Federal government; mone-
tarily, that is. A jury in 
Michigan recently awarded 
$200,000 to a man who 
claimed that he turned into 
a homosexual after being 
injured in a rear end auto 
accident. That's right, the 
jury determined that this 
person had, in effect, de-
p~ec{ated $200;000 in his 
untimely switch ·from what-
ever he was before to what-
ever he is now, which he 
says is homosexual. Now, we 
all know that depreciation 
is a tax dodge used to the 
hilt by companies that don't 
like paying income taxes, but' 
now the Michigan court decis-
ion has opened up areas of 
personal depreciation: next 
year we ' ll all be able to de-
duct $200?000 on our Federal 
:i.nccrne t ax returns ••. and get 
a l ittle back from the gov't, 
Bay, .;,J. 85, 000 ••• 
:.: Dr"\:J' T L IKE TO OVER DO THINGS ; 
but what would you do, if you 
we r.c. the Virginia Chamber of 
Commerce, with all these un .. ,-
use d bumper stickers that s ay , 
VIRGINIA IS FOR LOVERS? 
STICKS AND STONES DEPT.: Da-
vid Goodstein's Adovocate has 
either ceased publishing or 
has cancelled our exchange of 
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publications after our editor-
ial in Vol. 3 No. 3 condemn-
ing the kutsie-pie confab he 
arranged in Chicago last 
month •.• the conference, by the 
way, featured a walkout by 
practically all the women in 
attendance when presented by 
Pa. Gov. Shapp's dinner speak-
er replacement (the quv 
couldn't make it): the editor 
of OLJI magazine! For the uni-
nitiated, the mag is a oui bit 
sexist .•• 
IN ONE EAR: The half-joking 
phrase ~·oull Seventies" in no 
joke ••• not only is Jerry Ford 
taken serious by many, but 
even worse, when the April 
column noted that the son of 
a Democra tic Presidential 
candidate had been sniffing 
the wind in Portland about 
"alternative bars" with a 
member of Gay People's Alli-
ance, the response from the 
rest of the Gay media was a 
large yawn .•. 
FIRST THINGS FIRST : At the 
same time the Supreme Court 
was upholding archaic sta-
tutes agains t adult s exual 
acts not blessed by r elig-
iou~ s cripture, the Po~~ -
land P~e~~ He~ald and Even-
ing fxp~e~~ were busy hus-
tling editorials suggesting 
that an archaic state law 
pertaining to gubernatorial 
succession (in case the Guv 
is accidently nuked by an 
ICBM or an overheated C.M.P. 
power plant) is, alas, in-
deed archaic and should be 
removed ••• 
LOOKS LIKE Ford might have 
to start campaining, unless 
he wants to see a rabble of 
wild-eyed Reagan delegates 
glaring back at the podium 
this summer in Kansas City 
•.. about time the GOP in-
jected some dialogue into 
their politics, even if 
most of it is irrelevant •.• 
And Carter's so close to 
the Democratic nomination, 
he can almost taste Execu-
tive privileg~~ •• and let's 
hear it again for Ronnie 
Reagan, probably the first 
candidate in history to use 
Federal matching funds to 
b¥Y cosmetics for his hair ••• 
and a good farewell to Geo. 
Wallace, who found out the 
sad way that American voters 
have yet to deal with their 
prej udice towards crippled 
candidates ••• 
COLLECTOR'S ITEM: When Stan 
Fort una and I went placing 
MGTF Benefit posters around 
shop windows in Portland, 
one of the businesses where 
we got an OK was Bill's Bi-
cycle Shop (a.k.a. Portland 
Bicycle Exchange) on Fore 
Street ••• so we thumb-tacked 
a poster to their bulletin 
board of local events. Walk-
: ing by the shop window a 
half-hour later, we noticeq 
that the poster had been re-
moved and, sensing a rip-off, 
we went in to see what the 
story was. In a lazy mono-
tone, the shopkeeper gave us 
the straight word ••• seems a 
friend of Bill's who has a 
light touch for 8xl0, green 
and black posters, ducked 
into the shop immediately 
after we thumb-tacked same 
and absconded with .•• the 
benefit blurb! Un huh, and 
I've located a different 
shop to service my little 
· 3-speed Raleigh •.. 
NAME DROPPERS· ••• Gay people 
in San Francisco are organ-
izing a mass demonstration 
on May 8 to protest and call 
for a reversal of the recent 
Supreme Court decision up-
holding the sodomy laws of 
Virginia and South Ca rolina. 
The organiza tion planning 
the demonstration is cal led 
The Coalition Against Su-
preme Court Oppression , or 
• . • CASCO, for s hort. 
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GO WEST~ YOUNG DYKE 
By Ka.1r..en. Bye 
[EditoJr..'~ note: Ka.Jr..en'~ new addJr..e~~. noJr.. tho~e wl~h~ng to 
co1r..1r..e~pond, ~~: 2522 Ea.~t G1r..a.nt St1r..eet, F1r..e~no, CA 93701] 
The last hurried running ·around the house, desperately 
trying to figure out what I'm forgetting to pack. Trying to 
catch up with the various people we've hardly seen in 
months. Tying up so many loose ends prior to moving again; 
t his time from Portland to the west coast. A big move for a 
native Mainer. 
After the initial trauma of leaving everything familiar 
and everyone friendly--for the unknown of God-knows-what--
the trip was quite uneventful in and of itself. Quickly 
learned to sleep sitting up. And to ignore crying children, 
motion-sick adolescents and small-talkative, boring adults. 
Which still left some interesting people to talk with. 
Spending over two hours wandering around the Port Au-
thority Terminal in NYC was an education. One guy panhan~·-
dling walked up to me, "Hey Brother, got fifty cents?" 
Oh well ... The amount of eye contact with many of the men 
was si.mply amazing! On the basis of the fact that each one 
clcflf' L:;..r fit the Gay male stereotype, I'd guess they were 
mr,.;_:i.r.1g a tiny mistake at the time . Standing thezre with 
s~ouiders back and chest out did make a difference. 
Pittsburgh at 6 a.m. "Steel Capital of the World," or 
some such propaganda. Not particularly impressed. A little 
noise, a lot of foul-smelling air, ·expensive coffee ( 25¢ a 
cup, with no refill); not much more. 
One of the sidelights near Columbus, Ohio, was a state 
trooper hauling over a Greyhound bus. An educated guess is 
for speeding, particularly since the thing had passed Trail-
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ways a few miles back and we weren't exactly parked. 
Watching the scenery change progressively to more green· 
and lush was a real treat. Beginning around Hartford, Conn., · 
roadside shrubbery was blooming. Yellow forsythia, sparse 
green grass, an occasional flower in sight. Traveling west 
and south, as the. temperature got warmer, more and more 
flowers and crops were poking through~the ground. 
Today's bits of trivia: there is a Cumberland County in 
Illinois, and a Red Lion Lounge in Joplin, Missouri (and in 
Bangor, Maine). 
Traveled part of the way on the fabled Route 66. Four 
lanes of (technically) 55 MPH traffic, for state after state. 
And just about as fascinating as Maine's I-95. 
Riding along Route 40 across the Texas panhandle, just 
west of Amarillo ••. Up ahead, there's a storm cloud coming 
closer. For about 5 minutes the rain beats down, literally 
pushing the bus across the road. Looking out, ·the rain is 
coming down on an angle, connecting cloud and ground. Can 
see the sun all around the cloud. Corning out of the storm 
was like going through a door:one side wet and wild, the 
other dry and calm. 
Waking up in Flagstaff, Arizona on Saturday morning came 
as a shock. There were 4 inches of new snow on the ground, 
and more still gently falling. The driver made a wry comment 
about having a white Easter there this year. 
Today's trivia: on a low hill in Camp Verde, Arizona, is 
a small commune with a large sign, "The Glory Hole." About 
500 feet away is a Ba?tist church. Quite a combination! 
Crossed the Arizona-California line, and stopped for 
lunch. Stepped from the air-conditioned bus into 75° sun-
shine. Riding along the four-lane highway, looking at or-
ange trees on either side as far as I can see. Just like all 
the travel books picture California. Chalk up one for tour-
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ist propaganda ••• 
Excitement building as 6:45 p.m. crawls near. Emotions a 
mixture of missing east coast people and waiting to renew 
contact witn someone ·I hadn't seen in quite a while. Near-
ing Los Angeles terminal ••• riding finally over ..• Steve 
(Bull} and a friend waiting! Find the luggage; then home to 
a meal and the first bath in almost four days. So much to 
talk over, a huge city to catch glimpses of, and finally a 
chance to sleep lying down again. For once, at a loss for 
wor ds. 
The PCL (People's College of Law) people I met are a 
fan t astic group. Don't know if it's the common interest in 
law, or the common status as minority group members, or the 
a f finity for bridge that draws everyone together. Mix togeth-
er · two men from Maine, a farmer's son from Texas , a medical 
technologist from Michigan, at least one Black person and 
o t her assorted women and men. Combine with the study of law. 
Si ft in a couple dozen Doonesbury comic strips on the bulle-
t in board, and various activities every month. Shake well. 
E~J r e sult? The PCL Gay Caucus. 
Spent three days in Los Angeles, then moved on to my fi-
nal destination: Fresno. The transition from ear ly-morning 
L .A. and Glendale auto smog to decent breathable air was a 
welcome change. The bus ride (yes, anothe~ one!) took almost 
6 hours, and went through some beautiful country. 
P.c d2 along through scenic gree n mountains, to an e l eva-
t ion u ~ ,_ r 4200 feet. Heading down , looking at the l usn gr een 
fla i .. ::.nd stretching to the distant horizon was a rea l trip ! 
Furt~er on, orange trees and flowers lined each side of the 
high• ,ay. Al though the basic growing t h ings changed l ittle a s 
the ride went on, the variety of color s and fragrances made 
s ightseeing anything but boring. And, after keeping track of 
l uggage for 3200 miles, there was a screw-up the last 275 
miles--from L.A. to Fresno. Came in about 3 hours later. It 
figures ••• 
Finding where things are around Fresno was almost the 
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first order of business. "Things" consisted of (1) the 
nearest bar, (2) the local chapter of N.O.W., and (3) the 
most direct routes there and back home. All three objectives 
weEe accomplished relatively painlessly. The nearest bar (one 
of only two in town) is only ten blocks or so away. The local 
N.O.W. is also about 10 blocks away. It has a Lesbian Task 
Force (LTF) which sponsors various activities on a fairly 
regular basis. And, since the streets are laid out on a 
grid, everything is quite easy to find with the aid of a 
street map. 
The little bit of contact I've had with various Gay wo-
men--and a few Gay men--is the basis for "jumping" to the 
following conclusions: (1) There's no Gay community as such 
in Fresno. Just an assortment of individuals, cliques, bar 
groups and so on: (2) Gay politics is a non-existent entity, 
although a few of the LTF women I've met are interested in 
effecting change; (3) Being "out" in this city is roughly 
equivalent to being a deer during November in Maine. Which, 
I suppose, goes to prove that all of Maine isn't necessar-
ily still in the Dark Ages. Only time will tell for sure. 
And, one way or another, I'll find out. 
a: "bar ~tz.d. r;zstau.r2r1<t 
135 m+JJte St. 
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£.o.s.r CARD. S URYEY 
Dear Readers, 
As you may have already no-
t i c e d, with this issue of the 
News l etter we've experimented 
with a different format. The 
stencils have been typed on 
the side rather than vertical-
ly, and t he l e ga l size paper 
was folded and stapled i n the 
midd le; hence the "pamplet 
effect." Previ ously the car-
riage of the typewriter used 
wa s too sma ll t o t ake a 1 5 
inch stencil horizontally , 
but the r ecent anonymous do-
nation of $ 50 0 towards the 
purchase of a new IBM Selec-
tric II has gr eatly in-
c reased our typing flexibil-
i ty and, hopeful ly, the leg-
i b ility as well. 
Whether or not t he new format 
is an improvement is a judg-
ment ~hat will b~ decided by 
the Nf: ,: _,lett.nr staff and, to 
a gr~ater degree , by the 
readers yourselves. To t his 
end wG've enclosed a pre- ad-
dressed pos t card f or you t o 
send us your opini on on cnr 
aspect of t he Newsletter! 
you've s e en . This comment may 
i nclude your views on the 
conten t of articles , the po-
litical direction (if any), 
observations on e di t orial 
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content, spelling, syntax, 
etc., the list is endless ••• 
A similar post card survey 9 
months ago was extremely in-
formative for the volunteer 
staff, and with a little time 
and honest criticism, the re-
sult can be a better Newslet-
ter for all. 
We hope you've enj oyed read-
ing th i s News l e tter, and we 
l ook f or ward to hearing from 
· you. Thanks •.• the MGTF News-
letter staff. 
ADVE RTIS ING I NFO. 
The staff of the News-
letter has announced t he 
following policy for accept-
ing comme rcial advertising: 
RATES approved are $3 per 
column inch, graphics in-
cluded, with a 10% discount 
for three consecutive ads 
and a 15% discount for six 
consecutive ads . No ads 
will be taken that are in-
s ulting to people or the 
environment. This policy 
applies only to regular 
commerci a l adver tisers. 
MAY CALENDAR 
SATURDAY, May 15: Meeting 
of New Hampshire D.O.B. in 
Northwood, N.H. Send a 
speedy note to Miriam and 
Ginger for directions. Their 
ZIP is 03261. Don't use the 
word 'Gay' on the envelope. 
SATURDAY, May 15: Gay hike 
up Mt. Cutler in Hiram, Me. 
[see page17 for info.] 
MONDAY, May 17: Local meet-
ings statewide to discuss 
formation of a Lesbian-
Feminist group in Maine. 
[see page 22 for info.] 
SATURDAY, SUNDAY, May 22, 23: 
Rural Gay people's 11 get to-
gether" in Falmouth. [ see 
article on page 18.J For info 
write G. Merola, PO Box 1036, 
Scarborough, Me. 04074, or 
call Gerri at 781-4603. 
SUNDAY, May 30:"Lilith," an 
all-woman rock band will high-
light a benefit for the Port-
land Women's Center, at the 
Oasis, 195 Middle St., Port-
land. It's their 1st Maine ap-
pearance, and starts at 8:30PM 
SUNDAY, June 6: MGTF monthly 
meeting. At lPM in the office; 
193 Middle St., Portland. Rap 
and business. 
ODDS & ENDS 
LEWISTON AND BANGOR AREA 
PEOPLE: Earn no mon~y in 
your spare time!! How? 
Easy ••• just write a 
monthly column of your 
area's activities for 
the Newsletter. Your col-
umn may be as long or 
short a s you wish, and 
our (f a irly) experienced 
editors can make a friend-
l y check fo r spelling and 
unin t ended grammatical 
l i cense. There are plenty 
of readers in your area 
who'd enjoy a monthly 
article of local interest. 
I f you thi nk you're will-
ing, give us a call at 
7 7 3- 553 0 and we'll work 
something out ••• 
• •• Richard Steinman: 
have a pleasant and safe 
· t rip t o Europe! . . 
•• • Ti~ Bouffard did the 
N'let~~r cover graphics. 
. .• fo r go t to add a short 
bl urb in the Syrop. III 
booklet thanking Califor-
nians Steve Bull and Kar e n 
Bye f or their e xt ensive 
help with Symp. I and II •• 
••• and would the owners of 
the two large stainless 
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steel (?) serving trays used 
at the Symp. III dinner please 
contact the MGTF office to 
claim them?? Thanks. 
Goof in April N"letter: The 
Central Maine Gay Alliance 
[CMGAJ, while serving the 
Kennebec Valley, is not 
limited to the valley or 
county of similar name, as 
i nfer red by t he f ront page's 
headline. People in Lewiston, 
central Maine and all points 
NSEW are welcomed t o partic i-
pate in the Alliance . Their 
address is: PO BOX 2242, 
Augusta, Me . 04330. 
WINDS OF CH.~NGE DEP'T: The 
beer license for Roland's 
Tavern went untabled through 
the Portland Cit y Council 
for the first time i n 8 yrs. 
FOR QUICK REL I EF , r Ps t i n 
bed , dr ink plently of f luids , 
and cons ume two bottles o f 
Pepto-Bisrnol ••• a writer to 
the Pa~tl and P~eh~ He~aid 
commented recently : " I wish 
you would fi nd some sub jec t 
more intel l ectual and i n ter-
esting than homosexuals and 
lesbians for your front page. 
I am t horoughly disgusted 
and have gone thru t wo bot-
tles of Pepto-Bismol .•• 
bit~···BITS···bit~ 
(Cont. 'd 6~om baek eove~) 
One year; 12 issues, $4. 
Sent in sealed envelope. 
STREET 
STATE ZIP 
~~~~- -~~~-
* * * * * 
GAY MAN in Bango~/B~ewe~ 
wl,he~ to meet and/on co~-
~e,pond with othe~ Gay 
people. Plea,e eontact: 
Kevin, c/o MGTF NewJlet-
te~, Box 4542, Po~tland, 
Me. 04112. 
## ## ## ## 
A GAY BROTHER at the Maine 
State Prison wishes to 
correspond with other Gay 
people . Contact Dave Har-
r is, Bex A, Thomas ton , 
Mai "'le O 4 861. 
+ + + + + + + 
"WOM EN SOUNVS--A COLLECTION" 
i~ a p~ognam devoted to un-
de~~tanding the Wokid a, 
,een by women. Fon mane in-
6onmation on thi~ ~e~ieJ, 
plea~e eontaet the UMPG 
Student Aetivitie, at 773-
2981. 
@@@@ @@@@ @@@@ 
GAY MAN, 25, recently re-
turned from New York wishes 
to meet Gay people in the 
Portland/York County area. 
Write to Bernie, c/o MGTF 
Newsletter, Box 4542, Port-
land, Me. 04112. 
*** *** *** *** 
SUBSCRIBE TO GAY COMMUNI TY 
NEWS, a non-se-xfs t, non-ex-
ploitative publicat i on of 
news, features and ooinion. 
$12 a year, for 52 weeks (1 
yr.) Mailed in n.o- peek en-
velope. "GCN, " ~2 B':'omf ield 
Street, Boston, Ma ss . 02 108 
000 000 0 0 0 00 0 
COMING IN NEXT MONTH ' S 
NEWSLETTER: A PREVIEW OF 
THE PIN-BALL ACTION IN 
GREATER PORTLAND .•• 
•.• only in the MGTF 
Newsletter! 
§§§ §§§ §§§ §§§ 
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bit-0 ••• BITS, I ,bit-0 
DEADLINE FOR JUNE NEWSLETTER 
FRIDAY MAY 28, 1976 
PUBLICATION DATE: JUNE 4 
+++ +++ +++ +++ +++ 
All neaden-0 ane invited to 
u-0e thi-0 page 6on bnie6 no-
tiee-0, ad-0, in6onmation, 
announeement-0, and othen 
vaniou-0 & -0undny item-0 06 
eommon intene-0t. Plea-0e 
-0end youn new-0 to BITS, PO 
Box 4542, Portland, 04112 
### ### ### ### ### 
Pno6e-0-0ional 6emale voeal-
i-0t looking 60~ a 6la-0hy 
-0hawband al~eady in pnog~e-0-0 
on would like to put one to-
gethen. I have been on the 
noad, veny -0howy on -0tage, 
have exeellent ~e6ene nee-0 
and a -0upenb booking agent 
in Lowell, Ma-0-0. Should be 
able to do top 40 and 50' -0 
and 60'-0 al-00 veny eduea-
t ional mu-0ieian-0 mane than 
weleo me . Plea-0 e eall:773-
5235 on wnite: 
Ro-0anna Monell i 
146 Wa-0hington Ave. 
Pontland, Maine 
04101 
FOR SALE- White 1972 Impala 
convertible with 53,000 
miles. Has new tires, air 
cond., tinted windows, pow-
er steering and brakes, no 
rust. Best offer. 
@@@ 
622-9487 
Winter Haven Apts. 
Box 57 
Augusta, Me. 04330 
@@@ @@@ @@@ @@@ 
The Native American Solidar-
ity Committee is a group of 
people working to build sup-
port for the rights of Na-
tive peoples to independence 
and sovereignty--rights 
which were guaranteed by 
treaties made between the 
U.S. Government and Indian 
nations. The Native American 
Solidarity Committee News-
letter is available, at $3 
a year, at: N.A.S.C. News-
letter, c/o Prison Law Col-
lective, 558 Capp Street, 
San Fr ancisco, CA 94110 
+++ +++ +++ +++ +++ 
SUBSCRIBE TO THE MGTF NEWS-
LETTER 
PO BOX 4542, PORTLAND, ME 
04112 
(Cont. 'd in-0ide baek eoven) 
